STUDENT AWARDS

Throughout the 40 years of Shakespeare at Winedale, many generous people have made gifts to the program to honor friends and loved ones, living and deceased. These gifts help defray the expenses of student accommodations at Winedale. The recipients for 2010 are:

**Virginia Williams Memorial Award** .................................................. Ryan Cooper
**Miss Ima Hogg Memorial Award** .................................................. Jillian Owens
**Gareth Morgan Memorial Award** .................................................. Monica Gully
**Rhodes Centennial Award** ............................................................ Sonia Desai
**Elva and Royce Keilers Award** .................................................. Brandon Hernandez
**Donald Britton Memorial Award** .................................................. Isto Barton
**Clare B. Gordon Award** ............................................................... Mel Johnson
**John Ruszkiewicz Award** ............................................................. Chris Fox
**Robin Elverson Memorial Award** .................................................. Chelsea Bunn
**Nolly Ayres Dixon Award** ............................................................ Katy Rawson
**Doc Ayres Award** ............................................................... Shafayet Farazi
**Laura Petersen Thomas Award** .................................................. Robert Moncrieff
**Marilyn Hinton/Steve Garfinkle/Jan Notzon/Sally Wright Award** ............... Emilio Banda
**Gloria Jaster Hickey Award** .......................................................... Peyton Smith
**Friends of Winedale Award** .......................................................... Deb Streussand
**Barbara Tecla Heinzkill Sabo Endowed Scholarship** ............................ Deb Streussand  
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Shakespeare at Winedale is a program of the University of Texas Department of English that invites students and audiences to explore Shakespeare through performance. There are three distinct dimensions to Shakespeare at Winedale: the spring and summer classes for college students, the Outreach program, and Camp Shakespeare. These are coordinated through our office at UT, but each has its director, budget, and funding procedures.

The summer program is an academic course, for six hours credit, that involves the intensive study and performance of Shakespeare’s plays. It is open to students from any discipline, regardless of previous experience. Students in the course spend the summer at the Winedale Historical Complex, working seven days a week in the old German hay barn that serves as our theatre. Their experience culminates with public performances in July and August. There is also a spring semester version of Shakespeare at Winedale.

The Fortieth Anniversary Season

2010 marks the fortieth year of Shakespeare at Winedale. The program was founded by Dr. James B. Ayres in 1970, when he first brought students out to Winedale at the behest of Miss Ima Hogg, the great patron and original donor of the Winedale Historical Complex. This summer’s special anniversary will be marked by alumni performances throughout the summer. Former students will present short scenes from throughout the Shakespeare canon before Saturday and Sunday performances. The 40th Anniversary Season will conclude with a special Reunion performance on Saturday, August 14th, at 2 pm. Reservations are essential for this very special event.

Shakespeare at Winedale Outreach

Shakespeare at Winedale Outreach is our Shakespeare-in-performance program for elementary school children. Every year, Outreach Coordinator Clayton Stromberger conducts workshops and residencies at several schools as well as a ‘Saturday Shakespeare’ project at UT. Participants perform every year at the spring Winedale Festival of Play, and at the UT Children’s Shakespeare Festival on campus. We also have a student organization, SHOUT, that encourages students to get involved with teaching Shakespeare to young people. For more information, please contact Clayton Stromberger at cstromberger@mail.utexas.edu.

Camp Shakespeare

Camp Shakespeare is a two-week residential camp for young people, ages 10-16, held in Round Top, with daily activity at Winedale. The Camp is directed by the Founding Director of Shakespeare at Winedale, James B. Ayres. There were two Camp sessions earlier this summer; they performed A Midsummer Night’s Dream and As You Like It. The Camp counselors were Robin Thompson and Kendle Wade. Camp Shakespeare accepts applications from candidates anywhere, in public, private, or home schools. Questions of any kind should be directed to Doc Ayres at jayres@cvctx.com.

Touring Performances

DALLAS, TEXAS
Thursday, August 12, 7:30 p.m.
Twelfth Night
McKinney Avenue Contemporary (MAC)
Tickets: $15 for adults, $10 students

STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
Monday, August 23rd, 7:30 p.m.
Henry VI, Part I
Blackfriars Theatre
American Shakespeare Center
FREE!
DRAMATIS PERSONAE

ORSINO, Duke of Illyria ........................................ Emilio Banda
OLIVIA, a rich countess ........................................ Katy Rawson
VIOLA .............................................................. Chelsea Bunn
SEBASTIAN, brother to Viola .................................. Chris Fox
ANTONIO, a sea captain, friend to Sebastian .............. Ryan Cooper
SIR TOBY BELCH, uncle to Olivia ......................... Brandon Hernandez
SIR ANDREW AGUECHEEK ..................................... Robert Moncrieff
MALVOLIO, steward to Olivia ................................. Isto Barton
FABIAN, servant to Olivia ..................................... Monica Gully
FESTE, a clown, servant to Olivia ......................... Deb Streusand
MARIA, Olivia's waiting woman .............................. Peyton Smith
A SEA CAPTAIN, friend to Viola ............................. Shafayet Faraizi
VALENTINE, gentleman attending on the Duke .......... Mel Johnson
CURIO, gentleman attending on the Duke ................. Sonia Desai

1st Officer ............................................................ Johnny Meyer
2nd Officer .......................................................... Sonia Desai
Priest ................................................................. Jillian Owens
Servant ............................................................... Jillian Owens

MACBETH

MENTEITH, nobleman of Scotland ................................. Chris Fox
ANGUS, nobleman of Scotland .................................. Johnny Meyer
CAITHNESS, nobleman of Scotland ............................. Sonia Desai
SIWARD, Earl of Northumberland, general of the English forces Brandon Hernandez
YOUNG SIWARD, his son .......................................... Isto Barton
SEYTON, attendant to Macbeth ................................ Emilio Banda
1st Witch ............................................................ Chris Fox
2nd Witch .......................................................... Mel Johnson
3rd Witch .......................................................... Katy Rawson
A Porter ............................................................. Deb Streusand
An Old Man ......................................................... Chelsea Bunn
1st Murderer ......................................................... Deb Streusand
2nd Murderer ....................................................... Isto Barton
3rd Murderer ....................................................... Brandon Hernandez
Gentlewoman attending on Lady Macbeth .................. Brandon Hernandez
A Scottish Doctor .................................................. Isto Barton
A Sergeant .......................................................... Mel Johnson
Servants and Messengers .......................................... Brandon Hernandez
THE ENGLISH

KING HENRY THE SIXTH .............................................. Mel Johnson
DUKE OF GLOUCESTER, uncle to the King, and Protector ........ Ryan Cooper
DUKE OF BEDFORD, uncle to the King, and Regent of France ..... Johnny Meyer
DUKE OF EXETER, THOMAS BEAUFORT, great uncle to the King ... Peyton Smith
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER, HENRY BEAUFORT, great-uncle to the King .................. Monica Gully
EARL OF SOMERSET, JOHN BEAUFORT .......................... Shafayet Faraizi
RICHARD PLANTAGENET, afterwards DUKE OF YORK .......... Isto Barton
EARL OF WARWICK .................................................. Brandon Hernandez
EARL OF SALISBURY ................................................ Chris Fox
EARL OF SUFFOLK .................................................. Chris Fox
LORD TALBOT, afterwards EARL OF SHREWSBURY ........ Robert Moncrieff
JOHN TALBOT, his son ............................................... Chelsea Bunn
EDMUND MORTIMER .................................................. Casey Caldwell
SIR JOHN FASTOLFE ................................................ Casey Caldwell
SIR WILLIAM LUCY .................................................. Peyton Smith
SIR WILLIAM GLANSDALE ......................................... Brandon Hernandez
SIR THOMAS GARGRAVE ............................................ Isto Barton
MAYOR of LONDON ................................................... Katy Rawson
WOODVILLE, Lieutenant of the Tower ............................ Peyton Smith
VERNON, of the White Rose or York faction .................... Sonia Desai
BASSET, of the Red Rose or Lancaster faction ................. Katy Rawson
A LAWYER .......................................................... Chelsea Bunn
GAOLERS, to Mortimer .............................................. Johnny Meyer, Emilio Banda

THE FRENCH

CHARLES, Dauphin, and afterwards King of France ............ Emilio Banda
JOAN LA PUCELLE, commonly called JOAN OF ARC ........... Jillian Owens
REIGNIER, DUKE OF ANJOU, and titular King of Naples ...... Shafayet Faraizi
DUKE OF BURGUNDY ................................................ Sonia Desai
DUKE OF ALENCON .................................................. Chelsea Bunn
BASTARD OF ORLEANS .............................................. Deb Streusand
MASTER-GUNNER OF ORLEANS .................................. Shafayet Faraizi
MASTER-GUNNER'S SON ............................................ Mel Johnson
GENERAL OF THE FRENCH FORCES in Bordeaux .......... Brandon Hernandez
A FRENCH SERGEANT ............................................... Katy Rawson
A PORTER .......................................................... Peyton Smith
AN OLD SHEPHERD, father to Joan la Pucelle .................. Johnny Meyer
MARGARET, daughter to Reignier, afterwards married to King Henry .... Katy Rawson
COUNTESS OF AUVERGNE ......................................... Monica Gully

Warders of the Tower ............................................... Mel Johnson, Brandon Hernandez
Sentinels .......................................................... Mel Johnson, Chris Fox
Messengers ...................................................... Sonia Desai, Mel Johnson, Deb Streusand, Ryan Cooper, Monica Gully
Followers of Gloucester ............................................. Sonia Desai, Johnny Meyer, Chris Fox
Followers of Winchester ............................................ Chelsea Bunn, Shafayet Faraizi, Robert Moncrieff
Officers of the Mayor of London .................................. Deb Streusand, Isto Barton
Fiends appearing to La Pucelle ................................... Katy Rawson, Mel Johnson, Deb Streusand
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

We wish to acknowledge, with many thanks, all those who helped make Shakespeare at Winedale possible in 2010:

The staff of the Winedale Historical Center, under its Administrative Manager, Barbara White, including Elroy, Raylon, Karel, Beth, Brent, Harry, and Ken, and to Becky and the cooks for their delicious meals. Continued thanks to Blue Bell and Mark Metts, for helping us to air-condition the barn.

Thanks to Dan and Tina Lehane for inviting us to a lovely day at their house in Cat Spring. Bob and Maxine Lain, for inviting us to dinner, and for Maxine’s invaluable sewing help. Steve Price and Daniel Friedman, for stage combat assistance. Thanks to Jeff Larsen for armor and weaponry. Clayton Stromberger, for bringing young people out to work with us. Many thanks to Round Top Mercantile, Royer’s Round Top Cafe and the Festival-Institute at Round Top for their support and kindness. To Paula Rigling, our wonderful travel agent. Carolyn Townsend and Jayne Suhler, for coordinating our Dallas performance. Bill and Teresa Reynolds, Allison Hammond, and Lizz Ketterer, for care packages to the students. Thanks to Judy and Dick Perkins for their ongoing support for our program, and for providing the longhorn steer that the students have decorated. Thanks to Mark Metts, Barbara Williams, Tony Scanapico, Carol Montgomery, and all of our Shakespeare at Winedale advisory committee members. Many thanks to all the former students who came to watch early performances and brought snacks and supplies. And to Laure Loehlin, for her tireless help throughout the summer, for supply trips to Austin, and for her love and care for all of us.

Thanks to our many friends at the University of Texas, including President Bill Powers, Provost Steve Leslie, Dean Randy Diehl, Chair Elizabeth Cullingford of the English Department, Kathleen Aronson and Beth Norris in Liberal Arts Development, and Dr. Don Carleton of the Center for American History. To Annelise Notzon and Cecilia Smith-Morris of the English Department. Thanks to Liz Fisher, our wonderful program coordinator. Very special thanks to Doc Ayres for his vision in creating and sustaining Shakespeare at Winedale.

Donations received for Shakespeare at Winedale and all of its affiliate programs from June 1, 2009 to July 1, 2010.

Donors are recognized in the following categories:

Benefactor - $10,000 and up
Patron - $5,000 to $9,999.99
Sponsor - $2,000 to $4,999.99
Friend - $1,000 to $1,999.99
Sustainer - $250 to $999.99
Associate - $100 to $249.99
Contributor- up to $99.99

BENEFACTOR
Dallas Shakespeare Club, National Endowment for the Arts, Dick and Judy Perkins, Alec Rhodes

PATRON
Michael and Betsy Barker, Amy Jo Long, RBC Dain Rauscher Foundation, Texas Commission on the Arts

SPONSOR
Dr. David O. Nilsson, The Trull Foundation, University Co-operative Society, Dr. Paul and Lucia Woodruff

FRIEND
J. Mark Bouler, Stephen and Janet Elder, ExxonMobil Foundation, Wayne and Gloria Goff, Betsy Hadlock, Robert Jackson, Drs. Bruce Meyer and Christie Jo Little, Dr. John J. Ruszkiewicz, Estate of John W. Velz, David Weiser and Mary Crouer
SUSTAINER

Fields and Jennifer Alexander, Jeffrey and Pamela Archer, Susan Baughman, The Boeing Company
Scott and Diana Bresk, Mary Collins and Anthony Yarborough, Drs. Elizabeth Callinford and Alan Friedman
Susan Donnelly, Bob and Suzanne Droleskey, Virginia Elverson, Drs. Daniel Freed and Sonia Paban
Dr. Jim and Susan Garrison, The Alice Taylor Gray Foundation, Dr. Gerald L. Head, Joan and Nelson Hyde
Admiral B. R. and Nancy Inman, J.R. and Mary Jones, Terry and Debra Kee, Cynthia Keever
Drs. Royce and Elva Kellers, Honorable Shannon Kilgore and Dr. Louis K. Hine, Drs. Karen and Robert King
Mary and Rodney Koenig, Dan and Suzanne Kublin, Bob and Maxine Lain, Kathryn and David Lamon
Jim Leasure, Dr. John and Marjorie Loehlin, Shelley Martin and Hannah Borel
Dr. Susan E. McLeland and Joe Freeland, Gerrell Moore, David M. Newberger, Blanche and Joe Pater
Steve and Amy Price, Bob and Carolyn Regan, William and Susan Reid, Caitlin Rhodes, Wayne Robertson
Dr. G. Martin Rossi, Tony and Kay Scanapico, Tom Selby and Deirdre Doyle, Linda Shead and Tom Douglas
Charles and Lisa Siegel, Ernie and Mary Gayle Stromberger, Dr. Douglas Stuart,
Dr. Richard and Jayne Suhler, Dr. Milt and Barbara Williams

ASSOCIATE

Dr. Barry and Karen Aidman, James Adelman and Cindy Jaynes, American Express Foundation
Mrs. L. V. Anderson, Paula Angerstein, and Paul Grosso, Dr. Mary Ann and William Barker, Dr. Carol Barrett
Janet Beck, Dr. Kirsten Belgum and Dr. Forrest Novy, Nancy Bene, Benefits Design Inc.
Dr. Henry and Teddy Boehm, Jr., Thomas David Brown, Barbara Cavanaugh, Dr. Davida Charney, Carlos Chua
Tom and Francine Collins, Will, Ali, and Anne Dailey, W. Kenneth and Betsy Holt Davis
Robin and Eric Dexheimer, Dr. Michael and Jane Downer, Gregory Duncan, David and Pamela Erchinger
Vic and Jeanette Fair, Paul Gaffney, Lorenzo and Melinda Gaskill, Sage and Christopher Gerling
Curstis Gorman, Joe and Arline Graves, Carolyn Gremminger, John and Betsy Greytok, Russell and Patricia Gully
Tina Hageman, Nan Hampton, David Andrew Harper, Harry and Mary Harwood, Dr. Fred and Jean Heath, Jr.
Anne and Dirk Heinen, Aimira and Rex Hemme, Gregory and Brenda Hemphill, Dr. Karl and Helen Henion
James Henry, Dr. Alan Herzik, Kevin Heyburn, Drs. Peter Huggill and Judith Warren, Jan and Gregory Jewell
Shawn Kafrschner, Mushka Kapasi and Acel Umuruzkova, David Keegan and Sally Lindfors, Lizz Ketterer
Rodger and Patricia Koppa, Harvey and Michele Kronberg, Dennis Ku and Julia Lock, Mell and Didi Lawrence
Christina and Daniel Lehane, David Lein and Melanie Prossis, Sigrid Levi-Baun and Dr. Michael Baum
Dr. James and Laurel Loehlin, Dr. Jennifer Loehlin, Eugene and Jenice Long, Dr. Chyril Lowe, Dr. Hans M. Mark
Joy and Thomas Marvin, Michael and Florence McCants, Barbara and Michael McGinity, Mike McMillen
Johnny Meyer, Kenneth and Paula Moerbe, Mr. Alexander Mourelatos, Stephen Mueller, Julie and Richard Niles
Judy and Dudley Oldham, Rigby and Lucinda Owen, Jr., Bob Pees and Linda Tordes, Garry Peters
William and Mary Anne Pickens III, Amy Piotrowski, Drs. Wayne and Marlette Rebhorn, Patricia Rhodes
Round Top Mercantile Company, Josefa Ruedas, Stephen and Valeska Sather, C. Ken Schroeder
Kayle Schultz and Gardner Selby, Dr. Henry Selby, Tim Sharpe and Pat Sleator
Sandy Simmons, Bess Simmons, and Bill Brooks in memory of Lloyd Bridges
Helen Spear, Robert Stevens, Professor Michael Sturley and Michele Y. Deitch, Marta Torruella
Carolyn and Peyton Townsend, Krystyna Upstill, Wayne Wagner, Don Walden
Meredith Wende, Judson Wood, Dr. Charles Wukasch, David Ziegler

CONTRIBUTOR

Girish Altekar, Oliver Bernstein, George and Jean Biggs, Jr, Peter N. Blount, Dr. James and Catherine Brow
Colonel Milton Carr, Thomas and Anne Conner, Randy Coulson, Ashley Edwards, Lorraine Elkins
Erich and Alice Gabrys, Denise Gamino, Mark and Terry Giles, Sheldon Good, Mary Alice Gordon, Kate Gunn
Dahlia Gutierrez, Lawrence Gwin, Jr., Barbara and Jim Heath, Dr. Stacey and Larry Heit, Dana Hendrix
Pamela Holder, Dr. Linda Holleran, Eric Johnson, Mary A. Karstadt, Terry and Jim King, Dr. Matthew Kozusko
Marc LeFevre and Thiou Luong, Georgia Lochridge, Glenda McKinney, Frances Mcmaster
Aedlin M. Meagher-Frazell, Carol Montgomery, Marion Muenzenberger, Dr. John and Susan Murray
Alex, Kathryn, Sophie, & Evie Newton, Nokia Telecommunications, Jan Notzonz, Kemberly Oltrogge and James Dodrill
Raytheon Charitable Gift Fund, Daniel and Anne Rentfro, Yvonne and Albert Rodriguez, Louis and Cherrell Rose
Dorothy and Robert Rutishauser, Liz and Kirk Scanlon, Janet and Tom Schmidt, Dr. Chris Schulze
Thea Selby and Robert Johnstone, David Sharpe, Phillip and Rita Simon, Joy Smith, Jennifer Spohrer, Arthur Stokes
Clayton Stromberger, Trudy Tommerasen, Jinni Touchstone, Diane Trees-Clay, Stephanie Vickers
Glen and Shirley White, Sarah Witkowsk, David Woodrufl and colleen Hobbs
HONORS FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Lucy and Henry Wilkinson of Austin originated this program in 1986 through a gift granting Life Membership to Claire Szabo ('85-'87). As you see below, many generous Friends have joined Lucy and Henry's initiative in honoring former students in this special way.

HONORS FOR LIFE BENEFICTOR MEMBERSHIP
Joy Howard ('80) Kirsten Kern ('85-'87) Rob Matney ('98-'99) Jon Watson ('90, '93-'94)

HONORS FOR LIFE PATRON MEMBERSHIP
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